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            Regarding Kraft zu Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen’s biographical information, both English and 

German Wikipedia pages can be utilized; however, the German Wikipedia page cites an 

Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie (ADB) article by a Prussian colonel, Bernhard von Poten, that 

includes the most information. Von Poten wrote various ADB articles about Hanoverian and 

Prussian officers and he elaborated on Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen’s biography to a greater degree 

than Wikipedia pages; thus, a fair portion of the following information can be found through von 

Poten’s article. Born on January 2nd, 1827, Kraft zu Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen was the son of 

Prussian cavalry general and future Prussian Prime Minister (served March 17th – September 

23rd, 1862) Adolf zu Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen (1797 –1873). Kraft’s grandfather, Friedrich 

Ludwig zu Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen (1746 –1818), was a Prussian infantry general who 

participated in the Napoleonic Wars and the War of Liberation. Early in his life, the young prince 

trained to be an artillery officer because it was the least expensive branch (his grandfather had 

accumulated a debt for the family that his father Adolf had tried to pay off).1 Furthermore, 

throughout his training, it became increasingly obvious that Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen had a knack 

for artillery.  

 Although present in Berlin during the 1848 revolution, his first prominent role for the 

Prussian military came in 1854; Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen traveled to the Vienna embassy as a 

Prussian attaché. Given that the Crimean War was being fought at that time, Hohenlohe-

Ingelfingen performed a rather critical role for the Berlin government. Prussia had signed a 

defensive pact with Austria and the Prussian prince relayed information regarding Austrian troop 

movements and reported on the strength of the Austrian Army.2 Thus, his observations on the 

state of the Austrian Army listed on GHDI are noteworthy given that he was actually performing 

                                                
1 Von Poten, Bernhard. “Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen, Kraft Prinz Zu.” Historische Kommission bei 
der königl. Akademie der Wissenschaften. Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, Vol. 50, Duncker & 
Humblot, 1905, pg. 444. 
2 Craig, Gordon A. “Military Diplomats in the Prussian and German Service: The Attachés, 
1816-1914.” Political Science Quarterly, no. 1, 1949, Vol. 64, pg. 67.  
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his duty as an attaché and was covertly sizing up the Austrian Army. In truth, he interviewed a 

substantial number of Austrian officers, such as Clam Gallas and Franz Liechtenstein, to 

discover that many had limited tactical knowledge despite the distinguished reputation of the 

Austrian Army. Furthermore, the artillery prince even hinted at the backwardness of the regular 

soldiers by claiming that two had asked if any gambling was attached to the infamous Kriegspiel. 

He furthered his revealing report by claiming that many of the Austrian servicemen were 

foreigners, be it indebted Germans or Englishmen. Later, he mentioned his initial surprise that 

the notorious Austrian cavalry seemed slow and lacked stamina, yet further inspection revealed 

that multiple branches of the Austrian Army were weakened by complex orders and insufficient 

supplies.  

 Following his attaché service, Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen continued his career in the artillery 

and participated in the Austro-Prussian and Franco-Prussian Wars. He successfully commanded 

troops at Koniggratz, Sedan, and Paris. In 1879 he retired and began his military writing career 

in Dresden. During this time, he wrote his memoir Aus meinem Leben among other literary 

pieces. In this memoir, he mentioned his attaché experience that the GHDI source excerpted. He 

died on January 16th, 1892.  

 His memoirs from 1848 to 1856 were posthumously published in a first volume in 1897 

by Arved von Teichman. The only discrepancy between the Wikipedia pages and von Poten’s 

article was that the former didn’t clearly explain why Aus meinem Leben had such a profound 

gap in publication dates between the first and second volume (1897 to 1905). Von Poten writes 

that Arved von Teichman had contradicted Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen’s intentions for his memoirs, 

which delayed the publications.3 However, von Poten never mentions what Hohenlohe’s 

intentions were, but the translated version of the ADB page claims Hohenlohe had great self-

esteem; a guess can be von Teichman simplified reports that may have been exaggerated by 

Hohenlohe. Aus meinem Leben would encompass four volumes where volumes two through four 

were respectively published in 1905, 1906, and 1907. These volumes would be edited by Walter 

von Bremen and each had a specific time period. The second volume spanned Hohenlohe’s 

service under King Frederick William IV from 1856 to 1863. The third volume spanned the wars 

in 1864 and 1866. The fourth volume then focused on the Franco-Prussian War. In 1915, a 

jubilee edition of Aus meinem Leben was published by Walter von Bremen to commemorate the 

                                                
3 Von Poten, Bernhard. “Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen, Kraft Prinz Zu.” ADB, pg. 444. 
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Prussian victory over the Austrians. The first volume of Aus meinem Leben is only held by 

German libraries, but a scanned version is available on archive.org. I couldn’t find any 

information about the whereabouts of Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen’s papers, so I presume they were 

destroyed. Arved von Teichman didn’t mention where he got the notes in order to create the first 

volume. Despite the greater number of volumes edited by him, Walter von Bremen didn’t 

mention any information regarding the notes’ location. Further research yielded no details on 

whether he destroyed them or gave them to a family member. However, original works from his 

grandfather have been stored in the Hohenlohe-Zentralarchiv in Neuenstein, Baden-

Württemberg.4  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
4 Landesarchiv Baden-Württemberg, “Hohenlohe-Zentralarchiv Neuenstein,” accessed 
November 14, 2018, https://www.landesarchiv-bw.de/web/47260. 
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about attachés. However, information regarding the whereabouts of the original 

documents still came up empty given that Aus meinem Leben mentions nothing about the 

location of Hohenlohe’s notes. 

  

 Through this source exploration, it became increasingly clear that Kraft zu Hohenlohe-

Ingelfingen actually stood as a significant Prussian figure despite his lack of presence in most 

history books. After being stationed in Vienna, Hohenlohe acted as a lifeline for Prussian 

interests within the Danube kingdom; without the proficient reports from Hohenlohe, Prussian 

officials may have remained under the delusion that the Austrian Army constituted a pristine, 

well-organized force; the fact that Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen acted surprised after witnessing the 

conditions of the Austrian forces underscored the high regard that Prussians gave to Austrian 

forces. Furthermore, the appointment of Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen as the attaché for Vienna 

revealed the trust that the Prussian military placed in the prince. Given that attaché roles were 

primarily for well-ranked officials and reserved for promising figures, Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen’s 

rather unknown, but crucial role became increasingly obvious as this research progressed. Lastly, 

Hohenlohe’s astute reports were practically confirmed when the Austro-Prussian War revealed 

the great Habsburg Empire’s weakness, which laid the foundation for a future unified Germany. 
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